Abstract. In the present paper, we study shrinkage testimation for the unknown scale parameter θ > 0 of the exponential distribution based on record data under the asymmetric squared log error loss function. A minimum risk unbiased estimator within the class of the estimators of the form cT m is derived, where T m is the maximum likelihood estimate of θ. Some shrinkage testimators are proposed and their risks are computed. The relative efficiencies of the shrinkage testimators with respect to a minimum risk unbiased estimator of the form cT m under the squared log error loss function are calculated for the comparison purposes. An illustrative example is also presented.
Introduction
Let {X i , i ⩾ 1} be a sequence of independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) random variables having a cumulative distribution function (c.d.f.) F and a probability density function (p.d.f.) f . An observation X j is said to be an upper record value if its value exceeds that of all previous observations. Thus, X j is an upper record if X j > X i for every i < j. By convention X 1 is a record value. An analogous definition deals with lower record values. Data of this type arise in a wide variety of practical situations. Examples of application areas include industrial stress testing, meteorological analysis, sporting and athletic events, and oil and mining surveys; see Arnold et al. (1998) for these types of applications. We denote the mth upper record value by R m . The joint density of the first m-records R = (R 1 , . . . , R m ) is given by f R 1 ,...,Rm (r 1 , . . . , r m ) = f (r m )
Also, the marginal p.d.f. of the mth record, R m , is given by
Throughout the paper, we denote by Exp(θ) an exponential distribution with p.d.f.
If R = (R 1 , . . . , R m ) be the first m-records samples from the Exp(θ)-distribution, then from (1) and (3), the likelihood function of θ based on R = (R 1 , . . . , R m ) at r = (r 1 , . . . , r m ) is given by
Then, the MLE of θ, denoted by T m , can be derived from the equation Brown (1990) proposed Squared Log Error Loss (SLEL) function for estimating the scale parameter θ as
where both θ and δ are positive; see also Pal and Ling (1996) . This loss is not symmetric and convex; it is convex for ∆ = δ θ ⩽ e (Euler's number) and concave otherwise, but has a unique minimum at ∆ = 1. Also when ∆ > 1, this loss increases sublinearly, while when 0 < ∆ < 1, it rises rapidly to infinity at zero; see Figure 1 . The SLEL function is useful in situations where underestimation is more serious than overestimation; see Sanjari Farsipour and Zakerzadeh (2005) and Kiapour and Nematollahi (2011) .
According to Thompson (1968) , a shrinkage estimator for the parameter θ when a prior point guess value θ 0 of θ is available, is given bŷ
where k is a shrinkage factor. The value of k near to zero (one) implies strong belief in the guess value θ 0 (sample values). It seems that for the values of θ near to θ 0 , the shrinkage estimators should have performance better than the usual estimator T m . Then, a preliminary test H 0 : θ = θ 0 versus H 1 : θ ̸ = θ 0 is performed for that θ 0 is near to θ or not. For testing the hypothesis
that has a rejection region of the form U > q 2 or U < q 1 , where q 1 = χ 2 α/2,2m and q 2 = χ 2 1−α/2,2m are left quantiles of the chi-square distribution with 2m degrees of freedom.
To this end, we propose some shrinkage testimators for the scale parameter of the Exp(θ)-distribution based on record data and study the performance of these testimators with respect to a minimum risk unbiased estimator within the class cT m under the SLEL function. A real data set is used for illustrating the results. Finally, we end the paper with some remarks. 
Following Sanjari Farsipour and Zakerzadeh (2005), we have
where
is the trigamma function and Γ(m) denotes the complete gamma function given by
Upon substituting Equation (7) into Equation (6), we have
The risk function in (8) is a convex function of c and is minimized at the point c = c 1 given by
Therefore, c 1 T m is a minimum risk estimator of θ under the class cT m with finite risk as follows
Following the definition of Lehmann (1951) an estimator δ of θ is said to be risk unbiased if it satisfies
Under the SLEL, we have
If we consider E[ln δ] = ln θ, we conclude that
Therefore, an estimator δ of θ is risk unbiased under the SLEL if it satisfies in the condition E[ln δ] = ln θ. Now, the estimator c 1 T m satisfies the risk unbiased condition, as follows:
Then, the estimator c 1 T m is a minimum risk unbiased estimator under the class of cT m . Note that using Theorem 3.1 of Sanjari Farsipour and Zakerzadeh (2005), the estimator cT m + d is admissible, provided
where c 1 = me −Ψ(m) which is the value of c that minimizes the risk function of cT m . Therefore, the estimator c 1 T m is admissible in the class of estimators of the form cT m .
Some Shrinkage Testimators
In this section, we propose three shrinkage testimators and calculate their risks under the SLEL function. We construct our shrinkage testimators based on acceptance or rejection of H 0 : θ = θ 0 . The general form of the proposed shrinkage testimator is
Therefore, the proposed shrinkage testimators can be written aŝ
where t 1 = q 1 θ 0 /2m, t 2 = q 2 θ 0 /2m and k i , i = 1, 2, 3 are shrinkage factors corresponding to the shrinkage testimatorsθ
st , i = 1, 2, 3. In the sequel, we propose three shrinkage testimator for θ.
Shrinkage Testimatorθ (1) st
The risk of the shrinkage estimator (5) under the SLEL function is
The value of k 1 = k min which minimizes (12) can be obtained numerically and gives us the shrinkage testimatorθ 
Shrinkage Testimatorθ (2) st
If H 0 : θ = θ 0 is accepted, then following Waikar et al. (1984) , the inequality
The value of k 2 can be used for constructing the shrinkage testimatorθ
st .
Shrinkage Testimatorθ (3) st
If H 0 : θ = θ 0 is accepted, then following Prakash and Singh (2008) , the inequality q 1 ⩽ 2mT m /θ 0 ⩽ q 2 implies that q 1 ⩽ 2m ⩽ q 2 and then q 1 /(2m) ⩽ 1. For small values of shrinkage factor, we can take q 1 /(2m) ≈ 1. Hence,
Therefore, the shrinkage factor k 3 for constructing the shrinkage testimator θ
st is given by
where the absolute is for avoiding from negative values.
The Risks of Shrinkage Testimatorsθ
The risk of the shrinkage testimatorθ
st , i = 1, 2, 3 given in (11) under the LSEL function is
where W = mT m /θ, w 1 = q 1 θ ⋆ /2 and w 2 = q 2 θ ⋆ /2. Using (9), we get
which can be computed numerically using the statistical package R version 3.1.2.
Using a derivation similar to the above, we have
For checking the condition of risk unbiasedness forθ
st , we should prove that the expression given in (13) is zero, which is difficult to investigate theoretically, then we investigate it numerically. Figure 2 , shows the plot of (13) for shrinkage testimatorθ 
Comparison between Shrinkage Testimators and a Minimum Risk Unbiased Estimator
In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed shrinkage testimators and the minimum risk unbiased estimator. For comparison, the relative efficiency (R.E.) of shrinkage testimatorθ
st , i = 1, 2, 3 with respect to the minimum risk unbiased estimator c 1 T m is calculated as
Tables 1-3 give the relative efficiency (14) For all testimators, the relative efficiency attains maximum at the point θ ⋆ = 1. For fixed m, as the value of α increases, the relative efficiency decreases for the testimatorsθ
st in 0.6 ⩽ θ ⋆ ⩽ 1.8, 0.6 ⩽ θ ⋆ ⩽ 1.4 and 0.6 ⩽ θ ⋆ ⩽ 1.6, respectively. The shrinkage testimatorθ
(1) st perform better than other shrinkage testimators when 0.8 ⩽ θ ⋆ ⩽ 1.8.
A Real Example
Consider a data set discussed by Dunsmore (1983) . A rock crushing machine is kept working as long as the size of the crushed rock is larger than the rocks crushed before. Otherwise it is reset. The following data show the sizes of the crushed rocks up to the third reset of the machine:
9.3 0.6 24.4 18.1 6.6 9.0 14.3 6.6 13 2.4 5.6 33.8.
The Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) test was used for checking the validity of the exponential distribution based on the parameter θ = 11.975. It is observed that the K-S distance is K-S= 0.2069 with a corresponding p-value= 0.6835, which implies that the exponential distribution have a good fit to the above Then, the MLE is T 3 = r 3 3 = 11.27. Also, we have c 1 = 3e −Ψ(3) = 1.19, which indicates that a minimum risk unbiased estimator c 1 T 3 is 13.44. We consider the estimation of θ when the guess value is θ 0 = 11. Using the ML estimate of θ, the estimate of θ ⋆ isθ ⋆ = θ 0 T 3 = 0.98 and therefore the value of shrinkage factor k 1 founded by minimizing the risk of shrinkage estimatorθ S given in (5) is 0.001. The test statistic for testing the null hypothesis H 0 : θ = 11 is χ 2 = 6.15. If we consider α = 0.05, then the left quantiles of a chi-square distribution with 6 degree of freedom are q 1 = 1.24 and q 2 = 14.45. This implies that the null hypothesis is accepted. Then the values of shrinkage factors k 2 and k 3 are as follows: Using the values of shrinkage factors k i , i = 1, 2, 3, we obtain the risks of shrinkage testimatorsθ
st given in (11) and relative efficiency of them with respect to c 1 T 3 which are summarized in Table 4 .
From Table 4 , we observe that all of the shrinkage testimators are better than the estimator c 1 T 3 . Also, the shrinkage testimatorθ (1) st is more efficient than other shrinkage testimators, however it is comparable with the testimatorθ 
Concluding Remarks
The problem of shrinkage testimation under the squared log error loss function on the basis of observed exponential records is considered. Some shrinkage testimators are provided and their risks are computed. Comparisons are made between these testimators and a minimum risk unbiased estimator within the class of estimators of the form cT m . The results show that the shrinkage testimators are more efficient when the experimenter has a priori that the guess value θ 0 is in the vicinity of θ. Also, the shrinkage testimator θ (1) st corresponding to the shrinkage factor k 1 , which founded by minimizing the risk of the shrinkage estimatorθ S , performs better than other shrinkage testimators for more values of θ ⋆ = θ 0 θ . Finally, we presented a real data set to illustrate the results. Note that the shrinkage factor k 1 which constructs the testimatorθ (1) st , depends upon the unknown parameter θ, hence an estimatek 1 of k 1 can be obtained by replacing the parameter θ to ML estimator.
